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In this work, the viscoplastic self-consistent based All Twin Variant (ATV) polycrystal modelling
was employed to decipher the deformation behaviour of Mg–3Al-0.3Mn Magnesium alloy that
develops f1012g1011 - extension twins profoundly during ambient temperature compression.
Twinning was considered by taking into account all the potential f1012g twin variants, and
hence called here as the ‘ATV’ approach. The model treats each twin variant as a grain with
increasing volume fraction transferred from the respective parent grain according to its pseudoslip shear-rate. The slip and twin-induced strain hardening were simulated by adopting a classical
phenomenological hardening model while assigning a higher hardening coefficient for the twins
relative to the parent matrix. The viscoplastic self-consistent polycrystal homogenisation scheme
combined with the ATV approach permitted to reproduce with high precision the experimentally
measured strain hardening behaviour, crystallographic texture and twin volume fraction evolu
tion. Beyond these average measures, the activities of twin variants in individual grains could be
predicted in good agreement with Electron Back-Scattered Diffraction measurements. The ATV
approach permits also to examine the matrix and twin phases separately in terms of textures and
misorientation distributions.

1. Introduction
Deformation-induced twinning plays a dominant role in tailoring the microstructure in hexagonal close packed (HCP) Magnesium
(Mg) alloys. Inevitably, such twin induced plastic deformation becomes quite apparent at low homologous temperatures, where the
contribution of slip-induced deformation is limited (Barrett and Haller, 1947; Kelley and Hosford, 1968; Christian and Mahajan, 1995;
Barnett, 2007; Graff et al., 2007; Jiang et al., 2008; Dudamell et al., 2011; Khan et al., 2011). Although several types of twins have been
reported so far (Yoo, 1981; McCabe et al., 2009; Bozzolo et al., 2010; Knezevic et al., 2015), the most commonly recognized defor
mation twins in Mg alloys are f1012g1011 - extension twins (Pei et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2012; El Kadiri et al., 2013b, 2015; Dixit et al.,
2015). Deformation-induced extension twin results in lattice reorientation by ~86.4� about the 1120 axes with respect to the parent
orientation (Yoo, 1981; Christian and Mahajan, 1995; Knezevic et al., 2010; Niewczas, 2010; Ardeljan et al., 2016). As a consequence,
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its influence can be readily marked by two key aspects: (i) rapid texture evolution with strain, which depends on the activated twin
�ndez et al., 2011; Khan et al.,
variants, and (ii) increase in strain hardening rate (Yoo, 1981; Barnett et al., 2004; Lou et al., 2007; Ferna
2011; Wang et al., 2012; Ando et al., 2014; Mu et al., 2014; Kabirian et al., 2015). The twin-induced hardening response could be well
deciphered in terms of: (i) geometrical hardening due to abrupt crystallographic reorientation from softer-parent domain to
harder-twin orientations (Agnew et al., 2003; Jain and Agnew, 2007; Jiang et al., 2007b; Lou et al., 2007; Knezevic et al., 2010; Dixit
et al., 2015), (ii) Hall-Petch type hardening due to grain subdivision (Salem et al., 2003; Proust et al., 2009), and (iii) Basinski type
hardening (Basinski et al., 1997), due to transmutations of dislocations from glissile to sessile at the twin interfaces (Knezevic et al.,
2010, 2015; Zhang and Joshi, 2012; Jahedi et al., 2017; Zilahi, 2018; Allen et al., 2018). There are theoretical and experimental works
which show that the dislocation density is higher in the twins than in the matrix grains (Oppedal et al., 2012; Allen et al., 2018; Zilahi,
2018). The mechanisms underlying the plastic deformation can be well understood by linking simulation/modelling studies with the
experimental results. To account for this, several simulation studies exist ranging from (i) micro-scale, i.e., molecular and dislocation
dynamics at the atomic level; (ii) mesoscale, i. e, viscoplastic self-consistent models (VPSC), crystal plasticity finite element models at
the grain level, and (iii) continuum scale finite element methods at the structural level, as well as multi-length scale approaches
�k et al., 2011; Eisenlohr et al., 2013; Gurao and Suwas, 2014; Paramatmuni and Kanjarla, 2018).
(Raabe, 1998; Roters et al., 2010; Fria
Till date, a variety of crystal plasticity approaches have been proposed and proved to be an efficient tool in deciphering the twininduced mechanical behaviour. To tailor such behaviour, mean-field models such as Taylor (1938) or self-consistent (Molinari et al.,
1987) schemes are used as a platform. The first computational approach incorporating deformation twinning was proposed by Van
Houtte (1978), where a Monte Carlo scheme was used to replace a grain completely with a twin, considering twinning as a pseudo-slip
mechanism. Further, Tom�
e et al. (1991) put forward two more approaches to account for crystallographic reorientation due to
deformation twins within the grains. The first is the predominant twin reorientation (PTR) scheme, which is based upon identifying the
active twin variant with the highest accumulated volume (predominant twin). In their approach, when the twinning activity in a given
grain attains a critical value, the entire grain is completely replaced by its corresponding predominant twin orientation. Tom�e et al.
(1991) established a volume fraction transfer (VFT) scheme where the contribution towards texture evolution is taken into account
through the transfer of volume fraction from one “voxel” to another in the Euler space for each twinning variant. This approach
permitted to obtain the twin-affected texture evolution using a constant number of grains where each voxel represents a single grain.
However, the drawback of both of these approaches is that the identity of the parent grain is lost. Nevertheless, successful simulations
for both texture and twin volume evolution were possible by both the PTR and VFT schemes (Tom�e et al., 1991, 2001; Karaman et al.,
2000).
Alternatively, within the framework of large strain crystal plasticity, Kalidindi (1998) proposed to create all twin variants as grains
for each “parent orientation” before the commencement of deformation. In that approach, the growth of the twins was modelled via
the gradual transfer of volume from the parent grain to the twins according to their shear-rates using the Taylor model in large strain
formalism. We call this twinning approach as the All Twin Variant (‘ATV’) approach. This modelling is an improvement of the VFT
approach previously introduced by Tom�e et al. (1991). Later, Kalidindi (2001) and his co-workers (Salem et al., 2003) introduced a
hardening scheme that considers the evolution of activation stress for the slip and twinning systems with deformation. The interactions
between slip and twinning were modelled by employing a latent hardening coefficient as a function of the coplanarity between slip and
twin planes. On the other hand, Tom�
e et al. (2001) also implemented a latent hardening approach within the viscoplastic
self-consistent code while employing the PTR approach to compute the mechanical response and texture evolution simultaneously for
Zirconium under simple compression and tension.
A more sophisticated approach was presented by Tom�e and Kaschner (2005) and later by Proust et al. (2007) adopting the lamellar
grain model of Lebensohn (1999) to account for the twin shape, and twin-parent interaction referred to as the composite grain (CG)
model. The growth of twin was modelled by partitioning the grain into parallel representative twin inclusions embedded into the
parent grain. The predominating twin system was chosen as the active variant. The model was initially applied to address the role of
twinning during strain path changes in Zr (Tom�
e and Kaschner, 2005) and later was extended to involve the effect of de-twinning in Mg
due to strain path change (Proust et al., 2007). The hardening effect was taken into account via the Voce type hardening law while
considering the directionality of grain refinement via the Hall-Petch relationship.
Several phenomenological constitutive approaches were introduced for enriching the physical aspects of the twinning behaviour, e.
g. nucleation, propagation and growth. In this regard, a model introducing the nucleation phenomena of deformation twins was
proposed by Robson et al. (2010), Beyerlein and Tom�
e (2010) and Beyerlein et al. (2011). An experimental statistical analysis was
carried out by Beyerlein et al. (2010) for twinning activity in pure Mg under compression. They evidenced the effect of neighbouring
grains on the nucleation and growth of twin variants commencing at the grain boundaries. Their main observation was that twin
nucleation and growth depends not only on the orientation of the grain but also on the neighbours, especially on the misorientation of
the grain boundary. Further, Mu et al. (2011, 2014) introduced different critical resolved shear stresses (CRSS) for twin nucleation and
growth to consider the effect of stress relaxation in the twin by imposing higher CRSS for nucleation with respect to twin growth. The
approach used a cluster type grain interaction Taylor model (‘GIA’) to account for twinning during the texture evolution of AZ31 while
adopting the PTR scheme of Tom�e et al. (1991). The effect of hardening was modelled based on the total dislocation density evolution
and the mean free path for dislocation glide via a Kocks-Mecking type parameter. Homayonifar and Mosler (2011, 2012) proposed a
crystal plasticity model by incorporating deformation twinning based on energy minimization. El Kadiri and Oppedal (2010) and El
Kadiri et al. (2013a) utilised crystal plasticity to investigate the mechanical characteristics induced by deformation twinning in HCP
metals. Recently, Tadano et al. (2016) presented a crystal plasticity model to explicitly capture the evolution of twin volume fraction
by deriving a constitutive equation superimposing the untwinned and twinned regions.
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It is worth noting that all these models mentioned in the previous paragraph employ the PTR scheme to capture the twin-induced
texture evolution; except for the ATV and VFT approaches. It can be debated that less active twin variants may also play an important
role in texture evolution. Nave and Barnett (2004), El Kadiri et al. (2013a), Mu et al. (2014), and Mokdad et al. (2017) experimentally
demonstrated that during plastic deformation, lenticular shape twins develop with parallel or crossing type morphology depending on
the crystallographic orientation and the local stress state. They speculated that the presence of such morphological feature is the
consequence of twins belonging to different variants. With progressive deformation, these extension twins expand in volume within
the grain and sometimes engulfs a significant portion of the entire grain. Though all extension twin variants may not be activated
simultaneously during plastic deformation (Park et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2010; Xin et al., 2016; Mokdad et al., 2017; Hazeli et al.,
2018), the activity of specific variants potentially contributes towards the development of a particular texture component. Therefore, it
is imperative to focus on all twin variants’ activity that may evolve during a real deformation and to develop a comprehensive model to
simulate the twin induced deformation behaviour. Under this premise, Gu and Toth (2012, 2014) adopted the ATV scheme approach
initially proposed by Kalidindi (1998) to represent twinning and de-twinning activities in the microstructure during low-cycle
deformation of AZ31 at room temperature within the framework of the Taylor–Lin polycrystal model. In their work, they identified
the number of operating twin variants on a grain-by-grain basis, in agreement with the experimental measurements, for 95% cases.
Further, the ATV model was also used to predict the texture evolution during ECAP of Mg alloy (Gu et al., 2013). Toth et al. (2018) used
the ATV model for TWIP steel in ECAP, for strain hardening and texture evolution; they included even secondary twinning. Dancette
et al. (2012) also used all twinning variants in a crystal plasticity finite element approach for predicting strain hardening, texture
evolution and local twinning activities for a TWIP steel. Hence, it is reasonable to state that the ATV approach had been used so far in
the works of Gu and Toth (2012, 2013, 2014), Toth et al. (2018), and Dancette et al. (2012). The basic principle of ATV modelling is
that no specific variant selection technique is implemented to favour certain twin variants; all of them are subjected to the same
modelling conditions.
Sahoo et al. (2019) introduced an analytical approach that could capture strain hardening and twin volume evolution during
profound extension twinning in Mg–3Al-0.3Mn. The study indicated that the observed strain hardening is the combined effect of
geometrical (textural) hardening due to the reorientation of the matrix into twins and intrinsic dislocation hardening. The analysis
revealed that the Hall-Petch hardening is minimal, as the f1012g- Extension twins do not produce significant grain refinement. This
finding is consistent with previous observations (Knezevic et al., 2010; Dudamell et al., 2011; Oppedal et al., 2012; Dixit et al., 2015;
Molodov et al., 2017) and demonstrated that extension twins develop at very low strains (˂0.035), then quickly grow to encompass the
entire parent grains without imposing an appreciable barrier effect to slip. This is due to the transmission of dislocations readily
through the extension twin boundaries in Mg. Moreover, a larger strain is required for the increased dislocation density necessary for
Basinski-type hardening effect. Though twins develop at the early stage when the dislocation density is not significantly high, the
continued slip of dislocations into the twins results in irreversible transmutation of dislocations into the twins at higher strains, so the
twins harden faster than the matrix (Oppedal et al., 2012; Wang and Agnew, 2016; Zhang et al., 2017; Allen et al., 2018).
1.1. Scope of the article
In this work, we are presenting a polycrystal simulation work using the VPSC model of Molinari et al. (1987) in its finite
element-tuned version (Molinari and Toth (1994)) to account for twin-induced deformation behaviour of Mg–3Al-0.3Mn under
compression. Twinning was handled using the ATV approach, where for every initial ‘parent grain’, all its corresponding extension
twin variants were created as new grains and added to the initial polycrystal with zero starting volume fraction. Thereafter during
plastic deformation, a fraction of the parent grain was allocated to the respective twin-grains based upon their pseudo-slip shear rate.
Self and latent hardening were employed with different hardening coefficients for both the parent and the twin matrix while
considering twins to be harder as compared to that of the parent matrix. The ATV approach could reproduce the average properties,
such as crystallographic texture, strain hardening and twin activity in good agreements with the experimental counterparts. There was
no specific variant selection criterion adopted for twinning, rather the activity of the twin variants was computed from their respective
shear rate. Nucleation was not modelled as all variants were considered, independently of the neighbouring grains. It has been shown
that the ATV approach can be used to examine the simulated extension twin variants and their respective volume fraction by
comparing them with experiments on individual grain basis. For this purpose, 45 parent grains with different orientation were
randomly selected from the electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) maps. Four cases were analysed and presented in detail. The
overall good agreements between simulation and experiment for the texture, strain hardening and twinning activities in individual
grains fully validate the ATV approach.
2. Polycrystal modelling framework
2.1. Principles of the “All twinning variants” (ATV) Approach
In HCP Mg alloys, six f1012g-extension twin variants exist and may evolve during deformation. They develop with a lamellar/
lenticular morphology while appearing to be intersecting with each other or parallel to one another within the parent grains during
deformation (Nave and Barnett, 2004; El Kadiri et al., 2013a; Mu et al., 2014; Mokdad et al., 2017). Geometrically, these six
f1012gextension twin variants are reoriented at 86.4� about the six 〈1120〉 axes from the parent grain, as shown in Table 1. In the ATV
approach, all these variants are created before the simulation and incorporated into the polycrystal population with initially zero
3
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volume fractions. The principles of the ATV approach were introduced by Kalidindi (1998) for predicting the texture evolution while
using the Taylor model. In the present work, we use the VPSC polycrystal model in an incremental form with large strain formalism,
following the Eulerian approach. Additionally, the VPSC model permits to take into account the effect of grain shape. This is especially
important for twins as they appear to adopt a lamellar shape. The initial parent grains were assumed to be spherical, and with
increasing strain, they were allowed to change their shape gradually into ellipsoids. On the contrary, the twin variants were char
acterized by oblate ellipsoids with thickness ‘t’ and diameter ‘l’ which define the aspect ratio by q ¼ t/l. The shortest axis of the ellipsoid
was parallel to the normal of the twinning plane K1, whereas the other two axes were taken equal and lying in the twinning plane (see
Fig. 1). The initial aspect ratio ‘q’ was taken 0.2, and the shapes of the twin were allowed to evolve with strain according to their
displacement gradient field obtained within the VPSC framework. Nevertheless, as the compression strain was relatively small, the
already very flat twin-grains did not change their aspect ratio significantly.
The growth of the twin variants were modelled by assigning them a part of the volume from their respective parent grains in each
incremental strain. This was determined by the amount of shear for a given twin system within the parent grain during deformation
with respect to the maximum shear value for 100% twinning (γtwin ). Henceforth, the volume allocation from the parent grain to the
twin variants ðΔVs Þ during a time increment Δt was incremented numerically according to the following formula:
� s �
�γ_ �Δt
ΔVs ¼ Vparent � twin :
(1)
γtwin
Here Vparent is the actual volume of the parent grain and γ twin is the characteristic shear strain for extension twinning in Mg (0.131). The
�
�
ratio �γ_ stwin �=γtwin is the fraction of the shear rate of the twin system with respect to the twin-shear. Once a twin had non-zero volume
fraction, it was considered to be a grain and crystallographic slip was allowed to take place within it. Since secondary twinning was not
observed in the experiments, the twinning systems were not considered within the twins for their further plastic deformation. That is,
secondary twinning was not modelled. (Note that modelling secondary twinning would have required a much more complex program
and an increase in the number of grains by a factor of six.)
2.2. Hardening law
Twinning has a significant role in influencing the strain hardening response. This is due to its inherent harder nature compared to
the parent matrix (Agnew et al., 2003; Knezevic et al., 2010; Dixit et al., 2015; Sahoo et al., 2019). In this aspect, strain hardening was
modelled using the self and latent hardening approach proposed by Kalidindi et al. (1992) and Zhou et al. (1993). In that approach, the
slip resistance of a slip system τ0 is governed by the following relation:
ðiÞ

τ_ ðiÞ
0 ¼

N
X

� �
Н ij �γ_ j � where i; j ¼ 1; &&:; N:

(2)

j¼1

Here, i and j are the indices of the slip systems, γ_ j is the slip rate, N is the total number of slip and twinning systems, and the Hij quantity
is the hardening matrix (dimension: N x N). It is defined by:
�
�a
τi0
Н ij ¼ qij h0 1
:
(3)

τsat

Here, h0 and a are hardening parameters, τsat is the saturation stress. The matrix qij describes the self and latent interactions between
slip systems. The elements of this hardening matrix were determined according to four possible geometrical configurations of the i and
j slip systems by imposing constants values for coplanar slip (q1), collinear slip (q2), perpendicular slip (q3) between two slip systems i
and j. For all other configurations, the coefficient (q4) was allocated. Note that this hardening matrix is very different from the one
proposed by Parisot et al. (2004) where the qij values are grouped according to slip system families (with prismatic slip parameter not
being constant). The above equations (2) and (3) hold separately for both the parent and twins. A higher hardening coefficient (h0 ) for
Table 1
Nomenclature for the extension twin variants on the basis of K1 plane and η1 direction and its corresponding rotation axis about
which the twin orientations are rotated by e86:4� with respect to the parent grain. Tij represents the twin variants, where i ¼ 1, 2, 3
designates the different twin variants and j ¼ a, b represents the variants belonging to the same pair.
Twin Variants (Tij)

Twinning plane and direction

Rotation axis about parent grain

T1a

ð1102Þ ½1101�

½1120�

T2a

ð1012Þ ½1011�

½1210�

T3a

ð0112Þ ½0111�

½2110�

T3b

ð0112Þ ½0111�

½2110�

T2b

ð1012Þ ½1011�

½1210�

T1b

ð1102Þ ½1101�

½1120�

4
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the extension twin (K1 ¼ ð1012Þ; η1 ¼ 〈1011〉) with ellipsoidal shape used in the model within the HCP
unit cell.

the twins was assigned with respect to the parent matrix, such that a higher hardening rate for the twins could be achieved. It is to be
noted that this crystal plasticity hardening approach was simplified in a recent work by Sahoo et al. (2019) to be useable in a
phenomenological strain hardening model for twinning in Mg.
2.3. Basic elements of the VPSC model
The present crystal plasticity simulation work is based on the VPSC model established by Molinari et al. (1987). This VPSC
approach was slightly improved using finite element tuning by Molinari and Toth (1994) where a scalar coefficient (α) was introduced
into the interaction equation between a grain and the whole polycrystal:
�
sg S ¼ α Γsgg 1 þ As ðdg DÞ:
(4)
Here, sg and dg represent the deviatoric stress state and the strain-rate state in grain g, respectively. S and D are the macroscopic
deviatoric stress and strain rate. As stands for the macroscopic secant modulus, and Γsgg is the interaction tensor which accounts for the
shape effects of the grains. The strength of the interaction between the grain and the homogeneous equivalent medium constituted by
the whole polycrystal is governed by the parameter α. By modifying the value of α, different modelling conditions can be achieved, i.e.
static (α ¼ 0), tangent (α ¼ m), secant (α ¼ 1) and Taylor (α ¼ ∞). Thus, by increasing the α value, the major effect is to decrease the
differences between the local and macroscopic strain rate states, i.e., less heterogeneity. In Molinari et al. (2004) it was shown that for
both spherical and elliptical shapes α ¼ m, where m is the strain rate sensitivity exponent for the slip. This is actually the so-called
tangent approach, initially introduced by Molinari et al. (1987). In the VPSC model, the stress and strain in each grain can be
different from the macroscopic values. The self-consistency condition is that the averages of the strain rates and the deviator stresses in
the grains have to satisfy the following:
(5)

〈dg 〉 ¼ D;  〈sg 〉 ¼ S:

where 〈  :  〉 means the arithmetic volume average over the polycrystalline aggregate.
Plasticity in each grain is considered by the activation of slip and twin systems. For both crystallographic slip and twinning, the
shear rates (_γ s ) in both the slip and twinning systems are linked to the resolved shear stress (τs ) via the strain rate dependent
constitutive law developed by Hutchinson (1976):
� . ��� . ��1=m
��
��
γ_ s ¼ γ_ 0  sign τs τs0 ��τs τs0 ��
(6)
Here, τs0 is the reference resolved shear stress corresponding to the reference slip rate γ_ 0 . The slip systems are grouped into slip system
‘families’ and their activity may differ from one family to others. The τs0 quantities are initially the same within one family but vary
with strain according to the hardening law presented above, so that they can become different from one slip system to another within
the same family. The γ_ 0 parameter can be taken the same for all slip and twinning systems.
Likewise, the same constitutive law (Eq. (6)) was employed for the twinning systems, by considering them as pseudo-slips.
Twinning activity is unidirectional, which means that twinning can happen only in one crystallographic direction on the twinning
plane; the opposite is excluded. As a consequence, among all twin systems, only a few of them get activated. On the contrary, for slip,
both slip directions are possible on the same slip plane.
5
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It is to be noted that in a VPSC modelling approach the stress and strain rate states are considered homogeneous within a grain
(albeit different from the macroscopic one), hence does not permit to consider the effects of heterogeneous stress and strain on the
nucleation or growth of a twin variant. Nevertheless, it is important to see to what extent the VPSC model can predict the experimental
twin activity. Such simulation results can assist in estimating the importance of the different elements which can control the twinning
activity, like orientation, twin shape, even the effects of neighbour grains; these can be estimated from a direct comparison between
simulation and experiment, grain by grain.
3. Material and methods
3.1. Initial material and experimental procedure
Hot-extruded Mg–3Al-0.3Mn alloy in the form of a rectangular bar was used as initial material. The initial microstructure was
entirely devoid of twins and exhibited axisymmetric basal texture with the c-axis perpendicular to the extrusion direction (ED). It is
well known that large grains promote the formation of twins during deformation in Mg alloys (Barnett et al., 2004; Jain et al., 2008;
Ghaderi and Barnett, 2011). Thus, the material with larger grain size was employed so that the twining systems can be triggered easily.
In this regard, quasi-static compression tests were performed along the extrusion direction (ED) on cuboidal shape samples, machined
from the initial material as per ASTM standard E9-09 maintaining the height to width ratio equal to 1.5 with the dimensions: 4.5 mm �
4.5 mm x 6.75 mm, Teflon strips were introduced between the sample and the compression platens to minimize the barrelling effect
caused due to friction. The tests were conducted using a computer-controlled servo-hydraulic 1344 Instron machine, at a low strain
rate (_ε) of ¼ 7.4 � 10 4 s 1 at ambient temperature until fracture and the load-displacement data were recorded. The obtained data
were further analysed to plot the strain hardening curves. Further, the samples were also analysed at several intermittent strains to
decipher the kinetics of twinning underlying the deformation mechanism.
3.2. Characterization
Comprehensive microstructural analysis was carried out using a field emission gun – scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM),
AURIGA Compact equipped with electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) camera. This characterization technique was adopted as it
provided quantitative data regarding crystallographic texture, grain morphology and misorientations between pixels. Therefore,
samples prior to and after deformation were subjected to characterization along the plane parallel to the compression direction. The
samples were mechanically polished with ~4 μm roughness SiC paper followed by diamond polishing through a sequence of 1 μm and
0.25 μm to obtain a suitable examination surface. Subsequently, chemical polishing was carried out over a soft polishing cloth using a
mixture of 83.33% methanol, 10% hydrochloric acid and 6.67% nitric acid (vol%) for 10 s to obtain mirror-like finish. Further, the
surface was etched using a solution comprising of 5% nitric acid, 15% acetic acid, 20% distilled water and 60% ethanol (vol%) for 3–4 s
to reveal the grain structures. This metallographic procedure ensured satisfactory indexing in the EBSD measurements. Scanning was
performed over a large area (1500 � 1500 μm2) at the centre of the sample surface to have statistically significant data. The indexing
rate for the specimens was about 80–93%. Such a decline in indexing corresponds to the smearing of Kikuchi patterns due to the
dislocation structures introduced with the increasing strain (Wright et al., 2011). The obtained orientation data were further processed
using the non-commercial orientation imaging software ATEX (Beausir and Fundenberger, 2017).
3.3. Simulation procedure
3.3.1. Analysis conditions and identification of material parameters
The model presented in Section 2 was applied to simulate the mechanical response and the texture evolution while quantifying the
evolution of twin variants for compression test. The boundary conditions corresponding to compression was imposed with true strain
increments of Δϵ ¼ 0.01. The input texture for the VPSC polycrystal code was constructed from the experimentally measured
orientation data obtained from the EBSD scan of the initial material. In order to achieve this, the ATEX software (Beausir and Fun
denberger, 2017) was used for discretizing the experimental ODF. The Euler space was discretized randomly to 12,000 orientations.
For each orientation, the minimum misorientation angle with respect to all other orientations was computed. Then volume fraction
was attributed to each orientation by integrating the ODF around the selected orientation within half of the minimum misorientation
angle and are referred to as parent orientations. Thereafter, for each parent orientations, six extension twin orientations were assigned
with zero initial volume fractions, created by rotating the parent orientations by 86.4� around the misorientation axes listed in Table 1.
This constituted a total of 12,000 þ (6 � 12,000) ¼ 84,000 orientations. With this ATV modelling scheme, it was possible to keep track
of the parent orientations and their respective six twin variants during the entire simulation.
Deformation was accomplished using the available slip and twinning systems of the HCP crystal structures according to previous
works (Agnew et al., 2005b; Beausir et al., 2008; Biswas et al., 2010, 2013): basal 〈a〉 slip, prismatic 〈a〉 slip, first-order pyramidal 〈
c þ a〉 slip, second-order pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 slip and f1012g〈1011〉 extension twins (ET). Several simulation studies did not take into
account the first-order pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 slip in their approach (Graff et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2012; Zhang and Joshi,
2012; Cheng and Ghosh, 2015). However, recent studies suggest that the first-order pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 slip should not be neglected
(Beausir et al., 2008; Biswas et al., 2013; Fan and El-Awady, 2015; Fan et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2016; Srivastava and El-Awady, 2017).
Hence, this slip system family was employed to address the real deformation behaviour properly. Further, the activation of each
6
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deformation mode was governed by its respective initial reference strength ðτ0;i Þ in the VPSC code. For the strain rate sensitivity index,
the value of m ¼ 0.1 was selected for both slip and twinning as per the previous literature (Gu et al., 2013).
There are a total of 15 parameters that govern our modelling approach, see Tables 2 and 3. Our approach reproduces the strain
hardening curve, twin volume fraction and texture evolution for definite values of these parameters that are presented in Tables 2 and
3 Several iterations were required to identify these parameters by comparing the simulated strain hardening curve, twin volume
fraction and texture evolution with the experimental ones. Concerning the relative strengths of the slip systems, it has been found that
among all families, the lowest strength had to be attributed to basal slip, in agreement with all previous investigations (Agnew et al.,
2005b; Graff et al., 2007; Beausir et al., 2008; Biswas et al., 2010, 2013). The strength of the basal slip system was determined by fitting
the initial slope of the simulated flow curve with the experimental measurement at the onset of plastic deformation. Thereafter, the
strengths of other slip and extension twin systems were estimated in multiples of the CRSS of basal slip. An assessment on the relative
strength of these deformation modes was achieved by comparing the simulated texture evolution and the twin volume fractions along
with their experimental counterparts simultaneously. At the same time, the hardening coefficients for the parent and the twin grains
were identified by capturing the sigmoidal shape flow curve from the simulation in agreement with the experimental measurement, see
Table 3. Finally, the value of saturation stress in the hardening law was obtained when the simulated flow curve attained the
experimental saturation stress.
4. Experimental and simulation results
In this section, both the experimental and simulated results are presented concerning strain hardening response, twinning activity
and texture evolution.
4.1. Strain hardening response
The experimental flow curve, as well as the strain hardening rate (‘SHR’) plot obtained from the quasi-static compression test, is
presented in Fig. 2a and b, respectively, in black lines. Correspondently, the simulated responses acquired from the presented model
are shown using red lines. The triangular markers indicate the intermediate strain levels at ~0.05, ~0.08, ~0.10 and ~0.18, where the
tests were interrupted for quantitative microscopy. The accuracy of the experimentally measured stress-strain response was ensured by
testing at least three samples until failure, and the variance of these data was observed to be less than 4%. The compressive yield stress
measured by the offset method (e ¼ 0.002) was estimated to be ~72 MPa. The curve clearly depicts a sigmoidal shaped flow curve
(Fig. 2a), thereby indicating profuse twin activities and the resultant increase in strain hardening rate (Agnew et al., 2001; Knezevic
et al., 2010; Mu et al., 2011, 2014; Wang et al., 2012; Dixit et al., 2015). As can be seen in Fig. 2a, the simulation also reproduces a
similar strain hardening behaviour in excellent agreement with the experimental flow curve after the onset of plastic strain. At the
same time, the agreement for the SHR is also very good, see Fig. 2b. Deviations exist in the predicted curves at low strain regime
because the elastic and elastic-plastic transitions were not modelled. Following incipient plasticity, the predicted curves exhibit a
significant amount of strain hardening in Stage-II, which manifests a major contribution of twinning-mediated events to plasticity.
The SHR curve (Fig. 2b) can be used to divide the flow curve into three distinct stages: I, II and III. (Note that these stages are not the
same as for cubic materials which deform by slip only. They are for hexagonal materials). Stage-I marks the initial stage of plastic strain
through a sharp fall in SHR and is referred to as an elastic-plastic transition. Stage II follows this with an increase in SHR up to ε � 0.10.
Thereafter, in Stage-III, a gradual drop in SHR occurs. Such mechanical behaviour corroborates well with previous experimental
observations of Salem et al. (2003); Jiang et al. (2007b), Knezevic et al. (2010), Mu et al. (2011, 2014), Oppedal et al. (2012), Kabirian
et al. (2015).
4.2. Texture evolution
Fig. 3a displays the experimental and simulated textures in terms of ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures for the initial and the samples
deformed to intermittent strains on the plane containing the compression direction (CD) and normal to one of the radial directions
(RD). They were plotted without applying any sample symmetry. The orientation of the grains in the initial material can be charac
terized by a fibre type texture with two main components: one with a strong 〈1120〉||CD with the intensity of MRDmax � 17:92 (MRD:
Multiples of Random Distribution) but not fully continuous fibre, and the other with a weak 〈1010〉||CD fibre. Together, these two
components constitute the overall extrusion texture, as shown in Fig. 3a. After deformation to ε � 0.05, the crystal lattices reorient so
that a basal-type fibre texture develops nearly parallel to the CD. At the same time, the intensity of the initial texture decreases
dramatically to MRDmax � 9.41. Such rapid change in the texture is due to the reorientation of a portion of the matrix grains by ~86.4� ,
which corresponds to the rotational orientation relationship of f1012g extension twinning. As deformation progresses, the original
texture gradually diminishes and becomes weak at ε � 0.10. On the other hand, the intensity of the extension twin induced near-basal
Table 2
Initial material parameters used in the simulation for the slip and twin systems.
Slip/twin system

Basal

Prismatic

Pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/I

Pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/II

Extension Twin

Reference resolved shear stress (τs0 ; MPa)

27

52

170

170

39
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Table 3
Hardening parameters used for the parent matrix and the twin domains and the other modelling
parameters, including twin aspect ratio and the interaction parameter.
Parameter

Value

Hardening coefficient for parent matrix, hmatrix
Hardening coefficient for twin domain, htwin
Saturation stress, τsat
Strain hardening parameter, a
Latent hardening parameters
Aspect ratio of twins
Interaction parameter, α
Reference slip rate, γ_ 0

67 MPa
1350 MPa
267 MPa
0.4
q1 ¼ 1, q2 ¼ 2, q3 ¼ 4, q4 ¼ 2
0.2 : 1: 1
0.1
0.001 s 1

Fig. 2. Experimentally measured and predicted (a) true stress-strain response and (b) strain hardening rate behaviour of Mg–3Al-0.3Mn alloy tested
in compression along the extrusion direction. The markers represent the intermediate strains at which the tests were interrupted for microstructural
observations.

texture fibre gradually increases to MRDe17.50, at ε � 0.18. The predicted ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures obtained from the present
ATV approach matches the experimental texture quantitatively at every incremental strain. Besides, the model clearly predicts the
gradual increase in MRD of the deformation texture with the strain (even the texture strength) and the formation of a near basal-type
fibre texture, which can be attributed to the extension twins.
4.3. Microstructure evolution
Fig. 4a shows the evolution of the microstructure by means of inverse pole figure (IPF) maps on the CD-RD projection plane. Grains
in these maps are outlined in black considering only high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs, larger than 15� misorientation). It can be
seen that the initial microstructure comprises of slightly large elongated grains along the CD having an average grain size of ~108 μm
(area-fraction weighted). The color code within the unit triangle represents the orientation of the sample radial direction (RD) within
the hexagonal unit triangle. Mainly red and blue colored grains are seen which correspond to 〈0001〉||RD and 〈2110〉||RD orientations,
respectively, thus, ensuring that the entire microstructure is favourably oriented for f1012g extension twins during compression
parallel to CD (Sahoo et al., 2019).
After a true compression strain, ε of ~0.05, the map clearly reveals the massive formation of thin lamellae/lenticular type
morphology dominating the entire microstructure. These morphological features were identified as f1012g〈1011〉-extension twins
having a rotational orientation relationship of ~86.4� about the 〈1120〉 axis with respect to the surrounding parent matrix. Besides,
these structures appear to be mainly green 〈1010〉||RD and blue 〈2110〉||RD colored, i.e., with entirely different orientations than the
parent grains in the orientation maps (Fig. 4a). A detailed analysis demonstrates parallel colonisation of these structures in few grains
with no intersection. While, in most grains, intersecting lamellar structures leading to the formation of ET-ET interface boundaries can
be seen. These boundary features correspond to the activities and intersections of different twin variants. Concurrently, the broadening
of these f1012g-extension twins can be observed in most of the grains, also at a ε � 0.08. Upon further deformation to ε � 0.10 and
above, the initial orientations were almost wiped out by these entirely different orientations, thus, illustrating the domination of
f1012g-extension twinning. As a result, the experimental evidence stipulates that the extension twins grow in size and encompass the
entire parent microstructure leaving a meagre volume fraction of the parent matrix in their initial orientation. The decrease in the
average grain size to ~46.92 μm, due to the formation of extension twins at ε ¼ 0.05 can be observed in Fig. 4a. However, at a later
stage, broadening of the extension twins led to an increase in the average grain size to ~73.5 μm at ε � 0.18. In fact, previous works on
Mg alloys (Knezevic et al., 2010; Dudamell et al., 2011; Dixit et al., 2015; Molodov et al., 2017) have also indicated similar growth
behaviour of f1012g-extension twins during deformation. It is important to note here that in all these cases, no secondary twinning was
found.
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Fig. 3. Experimentally obtained texture for the initial as-extruded Mg–3Al-0.3Mn alloy is represented by (0002) and ð1010Þ pole figures, and
inverse pole figure for the compression direction. Experimentally measured and predicted (0002) and ð1010Þ pole figures for the Mg–3Al-0.3Mn
alloy with increasing strain depicting (a) the overall texture, (b) the texture derived from the parent matrix and (c) the texture obtained from the
twin domains. The color scale represents multiples of random distribution. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

4.4. Evolution of misorientation angles due to extension twin boundaries
In order to further understand these extension twin structures, misorientation angle (θ) distribution for the as-received, as well as
the samples deformed to intermediate strains were plotted in Fig. 5. At first, the grains were identified in the maps with the minimum
misorientation of 5� across their boundaries, and then their average orientations were calculated by integrating the pixel-quaternions
within the grains to obtain θ (Beausir and Fundenberger, 2017). θ refers to the smallest orientation difference between the average
orientations of neighbouring grains, which brings an orientation in coincidence with the orientation of its neighbour. Such kind of
grain-to-grain misorientation angle distribution was introduced by Toth et al. (2010), which is suitable for studying orientation
correlations in deformed polycrystals. The initial microstructure (shown in Fig. 5a) exhibited a diffused distribution of peaks at all
misorientation angles, near to the misorientation curve that corresponds to the random misorientation distribution for hexagonal
polycrystals.
At a strain of ~0.05 (Fig. 5c–i), the misorientation angle distribution histogram portrays a high peak at ~86.4� 4� , and three
modest rises at ~60�3� , ~30�2� and ~7.4�1� . The misorientation angle-axis pair pertaining to the f1012g extension twins and for
different ET-ET configurations are summarized in Fig. 5b (Nave and Barnett, 2004; Jiang et al., 2008; Park et al., 2010). The large
increase in ~86.4� misorientation angle is attributed to the evolution of numerous extension twin boundaries. This can be observed
from the angular inverse pole figure in Fig. 5c–i to 5f-i constructed for 86.4� misorientation about the 〈1120〉 axes. At the same time,
the ~60� misorientation angle forms owing to the intersection of two different extension twin variants. The angular inverse pole figure
of the same is displayed in Fig. 5c–i to 5f-i, which indicates a strong intensity for the rotation relationship about the 〈1010〉 axes and is
related to the intersection between ð1012Þ ð0112Þ twin variants (See Table 1 for twin variants). On the other hand, another rotation
orientation relationship of ~60.4� about 〈8170〉 axes also occur due to ð1012Þ ð0112Þ twin intersection, see Fig. 5b. However, this
case could not be detected in the IPF maps. A small but diffused peak at ~7.4� that may correspond to the interaction of the same twin
variant pair leading to the formation of low angle symmetrical tilt boundaries about 〈1120〉 axes could also form (Hu and Randle, 2007;
Bozzolo et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2017). Additionally, all the misorientation angle distributions show the presence of a peak at 30�
associated with the static/dynamic recrystallization in Mg alloys (Nadella et al., 2003; Ulacia et al., 2010; Al-Samman et al., 2012;
Biswas et al., 2015a,b; 2018). From the geometrical point of view, the 30� misorientation angle peak occurs due to the rotation of
orientations along ½0001� and is associated with Σ13a coincident site lattice (CSL) boundaries (Ostapovets et al., 2011, 2012) pos
sessing low energy configuration (Zhu et al., 2009). This is mainly attributed to the presence of both deformed 〈2110〉||ED and
recrystallized 〈1010〉||ED orientations commonly observed in extruded Mg alloys (Yi et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2010; Mayama et al.,
2011; Al-Samman et al., 2012).
As the strain increases (Fig. 5d–i to 5f-i), a decline in the intensity of the ~86.4� misorientation peak is observed with a gradual
spread. This is counterbalanced by a slight increase and broadening in the ~60� peak whereas the fraction of ~7.4� misorientation
angle remains low throughout the deformation up to fracture. The appearance of broadening indicates a gradual shift in the
misorientation (Mokdad et al., 2017). Indeed, the twin induced misorientation angles changed during further plastic deformation
because the lattice rotation within the twins were different from the matrix rotation. This is due to the differences in the activated slip
systems in the parent matrix, and the twin domains owing to their orientation difference discussed later in section 4.5.
The present modelling permits to calculate misorientations between the given parent grain and its twin variants, and also between
its own twin variants. By doing so for all the parent grains, a misorientation distribution can be obtained on the polycrystal. Note that
the VPSC approach cannot calculate misorientations between neighbour parent grains, as there is no direct neighbouring in the
modelling. Nevertheless, it is useful to examine the ‘internal’ misorientation distribution obtained from the inside of the parent grains.
The so-obtained simulated misorientation angle distributions are displayed in Fig. 5c–ii to 5f-ii. The model could capture the high
fraction of ~86.4� and the modest fractions of ~60� and ~7.4� misorientation angles with a certain spread for all intermittent strains.
Recent studies on extension twins in Mg alloys (Ostapovets et al., 2011, 2012) indicated that the intersection between any two variants
of twin results in the formation of CSL boundaries. The 86.4� extension twin tilt boundaries about 〈1120〉 axes are associated with Σ15b
boundaries. Similarly, the appearance of 60� tilt boundaries about 〈1010〉 due to the intersection of two extension twin variants of
different pairs are associated with Σ31b CSL boundaries. It can be observed that the predicted misorientation angles acquired by the
present ATV approach are in good correlation with the experimental counterparts. At low strain (ε ¼ ~0.05), a large fraction of Σ15b
and a moderate fraction of Σ31b boundaries develop. As plastic deformation progresses, the growth behaviour of the twin variants can
be rationalized in the light of their morphological evolution leading to the formation of Σ15b CSL boundaries. A gradual decline in the
number fraction of Σ15b (86.4� ) boundaries with increasing strain is due to dislocation slip within the twin domains. In general, this
behaviour is a consequence of the difference in lattice rotation between the twin and the parent grains, which gradually accumulates
during deformation and eventually fails to maintain the exact twin misorientation (This is explained in detail in section 4.5). Due to
this phenomenon, misorientations at the left side of the 86.4� that appears in the simulated distribution, progressively extend towards
the 60� peak (Fig. 5c–ii to 5f-ii). This effect reduces the number of near-exact misoriented twins, leading to a decrease in their
10
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Fig. 4. Inverse pole figure maps of the initial, as well as the compression, tested Mg–3Al-0.3Mn alloy at different strain levels on the CD-RD plane:
(a) the entire microstructure, (b) the parent matrix and (c) the twin domains. The color code corresponds to the projection of the RD direction. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. (a) The misorientation angle distribution histogram of the as-extruded shown vis-�
a-vis the Mackenzie distribution plot; (b) The most
frequently observed twin types in Mg alloys along with their corresponding misorientation angle/axis pairs; (c–f) Experimental and Predicted
misorientation angle distribution histogram at intermediate strains along with the experimental misorientation angle/axis inverse pole figures.

frequency.
Further, it should be noted, that the number fraction of the predicted misorientation angle distribution was much higher (Fig. 5c–ii
to f-ii) than the experimentally measured ones (Fig. 5c–i to f-i) for incremental strain. This is because there were no direct neighbour
parent grains in the simulation, while many twins in adjacent grains have common boundaries in the experiment.
4.5. Predicting the activities of slip and twin systems
The accurate prediction of the three-stage strain hardening response and the texture evolution assists in determining the contri
bution of deformation modes with strain. The current approach relies on the fact that the response of the polycrystal to plastic
deformation is driven by both the parent matrix and corresponding twin variants. Plasticity in the twin is mediated by considering it as
a grain while allowing only slip inside it, i.e., no twinning within twin-grains. Fig. 6a and b illustrate the relative activities of slip and
twin system families obtained from our VPSC simulations as a function of strain. Here, the activities were calculated as the ratio of the
sum of the strain rates in the slip systems of a given family to the total slip rate in the grains (absolute values were used). The same was
applied for the twinning systems while considering them as pseudo-slips in the parent grains.
In the parent matrix (Fig. 6a), the activities of extension twins were found to be the highest initially, which decreased progressively
with strain. This is in accordance with the experimental investigation (Fig. 4a, ε � 0:05) that indicates profuse twinning at early
strains. Beyond ε � 0:10, the entire microstructure is almost engulfed by extension twin, and a small fraction of parent matrix remains.
Concerning the slip systems within the parent matrix, the prismatic slip showed the highest activity for the parent matrix. This is a
consequence of the initial texture. Though the basal slip system family had the lowest strength, its activity was initially low compared
to prismatic slip. This is due to the unfavourable orientation of basal slip in the parent grains. Several studies reported the same during
deformation of Mg alloys at lower temperatures (Agnew et al., 2003, 2005; Keshavarz and Barnett, 2006; Ulacia et al., 2010; Mayama
et al., 2011). However, as the parent grains were not in ideal orientation with respect to compression, they rotated significantly upon
progressive straining. This can also be evidenced by the pole figures of the parent-grain population plotted from the simulation, as
shown in Fig. 3b. A detailed analysis of the (0002) pole figures of the parent grains thereby suggests that the remaining parts of the
parent grains progressively oriented with their c-axis towards the 45� position with respect to the CD axis. In that position, the basal
slip is ideally oriented for compression, and hence further deformation might be preferentially favoured by basal slip. This is precisely
the case in the slip system activity of the parent grains in Fig. 6a, which indicates that the basal slip becomes the most active

Fig. 6. Activities of various slip and extension twin deformation modes predicted by the ATV approach as a function of true compressive strain for
the (a) parent matrix, (b) twin domains, (c) entire microstructure; (d) the prismatic slip Schmid factor plot with respect to the frequency of grains.
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commencing from ε � 0.11. The pyramidal slip activities were found to be negligible throughout the deformation in the parent grains.
In the case of twin-grains (Fig. 6b), increased activity of basal slip could be observed at lower strains that gradually declined from
ε � 0.10 to nearly zero at ε � 0.20. The activities of the prismatic slip and extension twins were found negligible throughout the strain.
However, significant activities of pyramidal 〈c þ a〉=I and 〈c þ a〉=II could be observed after ε � 0:10. The increase in the activities of
the pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 type slip system in the twin domains is reported and explained in several studies (Obara et al., 1973; Morozumi
et al., 1976; Agnew et al., 2002; Dixit et al., 2015; Wang and Agnew, 2016; Fan and El-Awady, 2017, 2017; Xie et al., 2016; Srivastava
and El-Awady, 2017). Further, it can be noticed that among the pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 type slip system, the pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/I slip
contributes more towards plastic slip as compared to that of pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/II slip.
Subsequently, the activities of the deformation modes for the entire polycrystal was obtained from the activities of slip and twin
systems in the parent matrix and twin domains (Fig. 6a and b, respectively) and shown in Fig. 6c. It can be observed that below ε �
0.10, where the microstructure contained mostly parent grains, the most active slip system is the prismatic 〈a〉 type slip system. Beyond
ε � 0:10, the microstructure was dominated mostly by twins, therefore Fig. 6c indicates mostly the slip and twin activities within the
twin domains.
4.6. Partitioning of the experimental microstructure and texture
The above analysis illustrates that prismatic slip is the most active within the parent matrix and inactive within the twin domains.
Such discrepancy in the activities of prismatic 〈a〉 slip system within the parent matrix and the twin domain is originating from the
difference in their orientation. In order to confirm the above proposition and to further substantiate this through our experimental
work, a Schmid factor (SF) analysis of prismatic 〈a〉 slip system for these two domains was conducted. The frequency of the Schmid
factor of the prismatic slip was calculated for all intermittent strain conditions for the entire microstructure, see Fig. 6d. It can be
clearly seen that the plot is distinctive with the presence of minima dividing the microstructure into two regions. One region is with an
average SF � 0:45 � 0:04, and another is with an average SF � 0:05 � 0:04. The high SF indicates the most active prismatic slip
region, which represents the parent matrix. While the low SF region possesses no prismatic activity and therefore considered as twin
domains. Hence, the microstructure pertaining to all the intermittent strains shown in Fig. 4a could be partitioned using the prismatic
Schmid Factor criteria into the matrix and twin domains. Fig. 4b shows the high SF regions in which the parent matrix is colored red for
〈1120〉||CD and blue for 〈1010〉||CD grains (with c-axes nearly perpendicular to CD, as discussed in Section 4.3). It can be seen from
Fig. 4b that the fraction of these grains diminishes with strain. Whereas, Fig. 4c shows the low prismatic-SF twinned regions that
contain mostly green ð1010Þ||RD and blue ð1120Þ||RD grains (with c-axes nearly parallel to CD). These twin domains gradually evolve
with deformation.
Fig. 3b and c displays the respective texture of the partitioned parent and twin domains in the form of ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole
figures. In particular, the partitioned parent matrix exhibited 〈1120〉 and 〈1010〉 prismatic fibre textures up to the strain of ε � 0.08.
Further, it is important to note that the maximum MRD of the fibre gradually diminishes with the increase in strain. On the contrary,
the ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures for the partitioned twinned domains exemplify four near basal texture components towards the
compression direction and are attributed to the extension twins. The gradual evolution of these components could also be visually
observed with strain. This is analogous to the computed texture obtained by partitioning the parent and the twin orientations in the
simulation, as shown in Fig. 3b and c, respectively. The results show that upon increasing strain, the predicted texture of the parent
matrix diminishes, while the components corresponding to the twin variants gradually strengthen. This signifies the predictive
capability of the model that itself is governed by the activation of twin variants by virtue of their respective volume fraction evolution
with strain. The corroboration of the partitioned experimental textures with the simulated ones clearly indicates a realistic partitioning
of the microstructure.
It is also interesting to analyse the misorientation angle distributions separately for the two partitioned microstructures. They were
plotted by considering only neighbouring grains with common boundaries, i.e. the misorientation between parent grains in the matrix
microstructure and between the twin variants for twins. The so-obtained plots are presented in Fig. 7 for all intermittent strains. For the

Fig. 7. Misorientation angle distribution plot for the (a) parent matrix and (b) twin domains.
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parent grains (Fig. 7a), a diffuse distribution is obtained with no preference for specific misorientation values irrespective of the strain
levels. This result is related to the initial texture, which already showed similar misorientation distribution (Fig. 5a). On the contrary,
the misorientation angle distribution plot for the twin-grains (Fig. 7b) shows high preference at ~60� misorientation along with a
modest preference at a misorientation of ~30� . This clearly manifests the existence of two cases which appear at the same time, owing
to (i) intersections of different variants within the same initial parent grain, and (ii) misorientations between twins of neighbouring
parent grains. In particular, the origin of the ~30� peak is certainly for the latter configuration, while the ~60� large peak is originating
due to the intersection between different twin variants within the same parent grain. Indeed, the existence of ~60� misorientation is
more frequent for the same hexagonal crystal during profound twinning, see the Table inserted into Fig. 5b. As deformation continues,
this large peak in the twin-grain (Fig. 7b) gradually decreases and broadens, which can be attributed to the different lattice rotations of
the intersecting twin-grains. This implies that they naturally rotate to different directions producing a large orientation difference. As a
consequence, it clearly depicts the presence of different slip system activity within them. Furthermore, the absence of the ~86.4�
misorientation in the twin-grain misorientation distribution is natural as this angle is between a twin-variant and matrix, and the
matrix grains are not part of the twin-grain partitioned microstructure. Hence, it is of utmost important to mention that the absence of
the ~86.4� , ~60� and ~7.4� peaks in the partitioned parent matrix also confirms the successful partitioning of the microstructure
again into the representative parent matrix and twin domains using the prismatic Schmid-factor principles presented in Section 4.6.
4.7. Quantitative determination of the total twin volume fraction
In order to corroborate the quantitative prediction of twin volume fraction obtained from the ATV approach with the experimental
counterpart, the occupancy of the twins from the entire microstructure was quantified for the intermediate strains through the
prismatic Schmid factor-based partitioning procedure as discussed in Section 4.6. Such analysis quantitatively determines the area
fraction of extension twin domains (Fig. 4c) in the entire microstructure for all intermediate strains. The so-obtained twin area fraction
derived from the two-dimensional EBSD maps has been considered equivalent to twin volume fraction for the entire specimen (Mason
et al., 2002; Ghaderi and Barnett, 2011; Pei et al., 2012). The experimentally determined volume fraction of extension twin domains
obtained from the above partitioning method is plotted with a black dashed line as a function of strain in Fig. 8a. The cumulative
volume fraction of the simulated extension twin variants (shown in solid red line) is also plotted vis-�
a-vis the experimental results in
the same figure. It can be seen that the model accurately predicts the volume fraction of the extension twins, in agreement with the
experimental measurements.
In order to have an insight into the contribution of the six extension twin variants, their respective volume fraction predicted from
the simulation is presented in Fig. 8b for four strain levels. As can be seen in this figure, four variants are very active, and two are
practically negligible. The origin of this particular result is the strong initial crystallographic texture and will be explained in the
Discussion part.
4.8. Twin variants in individual grains
In this section, it is demonstrated that the present approach is not only reproducing the average properties satisfactorily (texture,
strain hardening and twin volume fraction) but also applicable for analysis on individual grain basis. This capacity of the present
modelling is the key novelty since such successful quantitative analysis was never achieved in prior modelling studies using the VPSC
polycrystal model with twinning. In general, the VPSC approach is a homogenisation scheme designed for modelling average prop
erties, rarely used for predicting the behaviour of individual grains.
To examine the ability of this modelling approach on individual grains, one should know the orientation of the selected parent grain
in the initial as well as in the final state, together with the operating twinning systems. However, the present modelling was not

Fig. 8. (a): Comparison between the EBSD measured and predicted extension twin volume fraction as a function of true compression strain. (b):
Predicted evolution of the volume fractions of the six extension twin variants.
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performed in this manner; as experimentally, the investigation could only be carried out at the final state and not on the initial one for
the same material volume. Nevertheless, the examined surface was within the bulk of the sample, and the sample was sectioned for
analysis after deformation. The EBSD-IPF maps show the microstructure that was obtained within the bulk and not on the surface area.
Therefore, the VPSC modelling conditions were fully satisfied for our observed microstructures as the grains were really 3D inclusions
within the polycrystal. In order to access the initial orientation of the parent grain, the following simulation procedure was adopted. At
first, the orientation distribution function of the initial texture was generated from the measured EBSD maps for the initial state. For
this purpose, a large number of grains (12,000 parent orientations) were used with appropriate volume fractions to reproduce the
initial texture. As explained already in Section 3.3.1, each of these parent grain orientation was complemented with six other twingrain orientations; thereafter, the VPSC simulation was carried out. After completion of the simulation work, the orientation of the
45 randomly selected individual parents’ grains ðϕ1 ; φ; ϕ2 Þ were obtained from the experimentally measured EBSD-IPF map corre
sponding to ϵ ¼ 0.05. The nearest possible parent orientations were traced from the simulated ðϕ1 ; φ; ϕ2 Þ output list with a tolerance of
�2� . Finally, the simulation results obtained for the parent and corresponding twin phases were compared to the experiment.
4.8.1. Detailed analysis for four selected grains
Four of the 45 grains were selected (shown in Fig. 4a) for detailed analysis, and are referred to as grains 1, 2, 3 and 4. These grains
were cropped from Fig. 4a (ϵ ¼ 0.05) and shown at higher magnification in Figs. 9a, 10a, 11a, and 12a. Visual inspection indicates that
these grains are profoundly twinned and the extension twins in these grains can be readily recognized from their morphological
characteristics along with their notable change in orientation. Grains 1 and 2 exhibits twin structures intersecting with each other,
while grains 3 and 4 possess parallel-twin morphology. They differ in their initial crystallographic orientations with respect to the CD
axis, i.e., grains 1 and 2 are oriented nearly 〈1120〉||CD, while 3 and 4 are close to 〈1010〉||CD.
Grains 1 and 2 in Figs. 9a and 10a portray lenticular structured extension twins intersecting with each other. Correspondingly, their
respective pole figures display four reflections ~30� away from the CD (Figs. 9b and 10b). Thus, it suggests that multiple twin variants
were active in these parent grains during deformation. The corresponding parent grain orientation was identified from the output
orientations of the simulation. The predicted ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures were plotted using the parent orientation along with its six

Fig. 9. (a) Inverse pole figure map of Grain 1 with CD k e〈1120〉 (the parent orientation is represented by the HCP unit cell with reference di
rections, CD and RD), (b) its corresponding ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures, (c) Re-colored map showing twin variants in distinctive color plotted
with respect to their predicted Euler angles, (d) Predicted ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures, (e) Table summarizing the Euler angles of the corre
sponding parent and the predicted twin variants with their respective Schmid factor and color code for Fig. 9c, (f) Measured and predicted volume
fraction of the parent grain and the twin variants. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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Fig. 10. (a) Inverse pole figure map of Grain 2 with CD k e〈1120〉 (the parent orientation is represented by the HCP unit cell with reference di
rections, CD and RD), (b) its corresponding ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures, (c) Re-colored map showing twin variants in distinctive color plotted
with respect to their predicted Euler angles, (d) Predicted ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures, (e) Table summarizing the Euler angles of the corre
sponding parent and the predicted twin variants with their respective Schmid factor and color code for Fig. 10c, (f) Measured and predicted volume
fraction of the parent grain and the twin variants. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

twin variants, by taking into account their volume fractions. Figs. 9e and 10e display the Euler angles of the parent orientations for
grains 1 and 2, respectively, together with the corresponding six possible predicted extension twin variants. It can be seen in the pole
figures that the measured and predicted positions of the twins are coinciding with each other. This is expected, as the same parent
orientation was selected from the simulation as the experiment. However, it was not evident that good agreements will be achieved in
terms of their intensities. The measured and predicted parent and twin volume fractions are presented in the form of a histogram in
Figs. 9f and 10f. Again, good agreements can be noticed between simulation and measurement. Finally, a new procedure was adopted
to find out the individual twin variants within the microstructure. Indeed, all twin variants in the EBSD image appear nearly with the
same color, while they have different orientations. This happens because, in an IPF, all orientations that are rotated around the
projected sample axis are colored the same. Therefore, to clearly observe the different twin variants, the twins were re-colored ac
cording to their variants using the simulation result. Different colors were attributed to each variant (see the color code in Figs. 9e and
10e) and the corresponding twins in the microstructure (Figs. 9c and 10c) were colored accordingly (using 3.5� orientation tolerance
angle). This was made possible with the help of the ATEX orientation software developed by Beausir and Fundenberger (2017), which
was modified for this purpose. As can be seen, the twin microstructure becomes more informative by providing precise information on
the different twin variants.
Conversely, Grains 3 and 4 in Figs. 11a and 12a initially possess 〈1010〉||CD orientation, as shown by the ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ
experimental pole figures (Figs. 11b and 12b). In these conditions, only parallel colonies of extension twins appeared. The simulated
pole figure for the same also reflects an identical projection for the twin variants (as shown in Figs. 11d and 12d), in agreement with the
experimental measurements. Correspondingly, the Euler angles for the parent and twin variants are illustrated in Figs. 11e and 12e. It
is interesting to note that for both grains nearly parallel-twin lamellas appear in the EBSD map, while they actually correspond to
different variants, shown by the re-colored microstructure maps in Figs. 11c and 12c. The experimental and simulated volume fractions
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Fig. 11. (a) Inverse pole figure map of Grain 3 with CD k e〈1010〉 (the parent orientation is represented by the HCP unit cell with reference di
rections, CD and RD), (b) its corresponding ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures, (c) Re-colored map showing twin variants in distinctive color plotted
with respect to their predicted Euler angles, (d) Predicted ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures, (e) Table summarizing the Euler angles of the corre
sponding parent and the predicted twin variants with their respective Schmid factor and color code for Fig. 11c, (f) Measured and predicted volume
fraction of the parent grain and the twin variants. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

for both the parent and twin variants are compared in Figs. 11f and 12f for both grains (Grains 3 and 4), and indicate reasonably good
agreement.
The tables inserted in Figs. 9–12 present the Schmid factors for the twin systems in the initial state. As can be seen by comparing
them with the volume fractions, there is a systematic correlation between them. The higher the Schmid factor, the higher is the
twinning volume of that variant.
With progressive deformation, the lenticular morphology of the extension twin variants broadens by virtue of twin boundary
migration. Such growth phenomena of extension twin variants continue until they consume the available matrix. It is important to note
here that for simplification purpose the twin variants are referred to as T1a , T1b , T2a , T2b , T3a and T3b , based upon the twin plane and
directions; where a and b represent the twin variants belonging to the same pair. Fig. 13a–d displays the prediction of the growth
phenomena of twin variants for grains 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. In the case of grains 1 and 2, the gradual evolution of the T1a , T1b , T2a
and T2b is observed to be consuming the parent grains up to 95%. Moreover, it can be emphasized here that, for Grain 1, the growth of
T1a and T1b were higher, whereas in Grain 2, T2a and T2b evolved at a higher rate owing to their respective higher shear rate. Likewise,
for grains 3 and 4, T1a and T1b predominantly develops with strain. Apparently, for all the four grains, no trace for the T3a and T3b
variants were obtained for the entire deformation process.
4.8.2. Statistical analysis on the activity of extension twin variants on 45 grains
Our grain-by-grain analysis for the comparison of predicted and experimental twinning activity was extended to 45 grains, for all
twinning variants; the results are presented in Figs. 14–15. The global average volume of the parent grains and the six extension twin
variants are presented in Fig. 14a. The first column in Fig. 14a shows the total relative volume fraction of the parent grains and the
following six columns represent the same for the twins. As can be seen, there was practically no volume for the twin variants T3a and
T3b; the maximum number of operating twin variants were four in a grain. The predicted global volume fractions are in good
agreement with the experimental ones, for all twin variants.
The results obtained for the total twin volume fractions of the individual grains are presented in Fig. 14b. The activities of the
individual twin variants are compared in Fig. 15. In order to ease the comparison between the experimental and the corresponding
simulated values, they are connected with a small blue segment for each grain. The lengths of these segments illustrate the degree of
the agreement. As can be seen, for most of the grains, the deviations are relatively small. The standard deviations of the individual twin
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Fig. 12. (a) Inverse pole figure map of Grain 4 with CD k e〈1010〉 (the parent orientation is represented by the HCP unit cell with reference di
rections, CD and RD), (b) its corresponding ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures, (c) Re-colored map showing twin variants in distinctive color plotted
with respect to their predicted Euler angles, (d) Predicted ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures, (e) Table summarizing the Euler angles of the corre
sponding parent and the predicted twin variants with their respective Schmid factor and color code for Fig. 12c, (f) Measured and predicted volume
fraction of the parent grain and the twin variants. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

variants relative to the total experimental twin volumes in the grains are found to be as following: T1a ¼ 5.14%, T1b ¼ 3.43%, T2a ¼
4.95%, and T2b ¼ 5.69%. As Fig. 15 shows, there was no significant twinning activity for the T3a and T3b variants. Note that, when the
experimental value is practically identical with the predicted value for a few twin variants, one symbol (experimental) is hidden by the
other.
5. Discussion
As shown in the preceding section, the present ATV approach embedded into the VPSC polycrystal model was able to reproduce
several aspects of the extension twin induced deformation behaviour for compression testing of the Mg–3Al-0.3Mn alloy. They are the
flow curve, deformation texture, and the volume fraction of extension twin variants, even locally on individual grains. Note that
previous works on hexagonal materials were also successful for the flow curve and texture evolution, we cite as examples: Salem et al.,
(2003); Proust et al. (2007); Choi et al. (2010); Wang et al. (2010); Mu et al., (2014), but could not be applied locally, because the
parent grain was replaced by one of its twin variants. All these previous simulations used the tangent approach within the VPSC model;
the same was adopted in this work. Nevertheless, it is important to verify that the choice of the tangent model was the most precise
approach, so further simulations were conducted by varying the value of the ‘α’ parameter in the interaction equation (Eq. (4)). This ‘α’
parameter influences the response of the grain critically with the surrounding equivalent medium for the polycrystal model. The results
are discussed below.
5.1. Effect of the interaction parameter ‘α’
A detailed description about the role of the ‘α’ parameter in VPSC modelling is described in previous studies (Mercier et al., 1995;
Molinari and Toth, 1994a; Toth et al., 1997; Gu et al., 2013). In the present work, the value of the ‘α’ parameter was set equal to the
strain rate sensitivity index: α ¼ m. This case is called the ‘tangent approach’ for material behaviour in VPSC modelling. We wanted to
make sure that the tangent approach is the one which is applicable for every anisotropic crystal, in the present case, for hexagonal
�-vis with the experimental counterparts.
structures. Hence, simulations were also performed for other values of α and compared vis-a
Three simulations were carried out by varying the α parameter (all other parameters were kept constant); the values of α ¼ 0.05, 0.1,
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Fig. 13. Growth phenomena of twin variants as an implicit function of strain for: (a) Grain 1; (b) Grain 2; (c) Grain 3; (d) Grain 4.

Fig. 14. Comparison of predicted and simulated twin volume fractions at 5% compression. (a): The global average volumes of the parent grains and
the six twin variants obtained for 45 parent grains. (b): The total twin volumes for 45 individual grains.

0.3 and 0.5 were chosen. Fig. 16a–c presents the texture evolution in the form of ð0002Þ and ð1010Þ pole figures for increasing strain
for α ¼ 0.05, 0.3 and 0.5. (Note that the case of α ¼ 0.1, which was the adopted α value, is presented already in Fig. 3a.).
It can be seen in Fig. 16a that when α ¼ 0.05, the texture evolution occurred at a much faster rate and had a higher intensity as
compared to the experimental observations. For α ¼ 0.1, the prediction of texture evolution (as shown in Fig. 3a) with strain was the
most appropriate compared to the experiments. On the other hand, for α ¼ 0.3 and 0.5, the progress of the texture evolution and its
intensity was much reduced (Fig. 16b and c) as compared to the experimental measurements for all strain values.
Fig. 17a shows the discrepancies in the predicted flow curves as the interaction parameter (α) is varied. It can be seen that the best
agreement with the experimental sigmoidal flow curve was obtained for α ¼ 0.1. Simultaneously, the volume fraction of the twin is
plotted for different α-values in Fig. 17b. For α ¼ 0.05, the predicted volume fraction of extension twins increases at a faster rate than
the experimentally observed. As the α-value is increased, the evolution rate of the predicted extension twin volume fraction decreased
with deformation. Again, a good correlation between the experiment and the simulation was obtained for α ¼ 0.1. The difference in the
predicted twin volume fraction manifests that the rate of volume transfer from the parent to the twin orientations is strongly influenced
by the α-value.
Moreover, it can be emphasized that the variation in the simulated texture (Fig. 16), strain hardening response (Fig. 17a) and twin20
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Fig. 15. Individual analysis of the activities of the six extension twin variants for 45 grains. The corresponding experimental and simulated values
are connected with a small blue segment. (Note that when only the predicted symbol appears, it means the two values are coinciding.). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

volume fraction evolution with the strain (Fig. 17b) could be related to the activities of the extension twins as well as dislocation slip. In
this aspect, the activities of the deformation modes predicted by the ATV model with varying α parameter is shown in Fig. 18. For α ¼
0.05, the extension twins were the most active initially, then gradually decreased (Fig. 18a). This can be related to the premature
saturation of twinning (Fig. 17b). For α ¼ 0.3 and 0.5, the extension twin activities decreased and became progressively lower than the
prismatic slip. At the same time, the variation in slip activities can also be seen with the change in the ‘α’ parameter. For instance, at
lower strain regime (ε ˂ 0.10), when α ¼ 0.05 (Fig. 18a), the deformation is mainly guided by the two most active slip systems (basal
and prismatic, simultaneously), for the entire polycrystal. On the other hand, as the ‘α’ parameter is increased, the activity of the basal
slip systems is gradually reduced, and the deformation is primarily governed by the most active prismatic slip systems. Due to such
differences in the operating deformation modes at the lower strain regime, the strain hardening response was also varying, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 17a.
Conversely, at higher strain regime (ε > 0.10), the activity plot (Fig. 18) portrays that the pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 slip systems solely
contributed to the plastic deformation for all ‘α’ values. A direct consequence is that the pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/I mark the highest activity
as compared to the pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/II. However, with increasing ‘α’ value, the pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/II activity slightly decreases, while
the activity of pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/I slip remained almost constant. Correspondingly, it affected the strain hardening response (Fig. 17a)
which clearly depicts that for α ¼ 0.05, 0.1, and 0.3, the variation in the predicted strain hardening response is quite small; except for α
¼ 0.5, which shows moderate deviation.
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Fig. 16. Evolution of texture as an implicit function of interaction parameter, α ¼ 0.05, 0.3, and 0.5. The intensity color scale is the same as
illustrated in Fig. 3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 17. Variation in the predicted (a) flow curve; and (b) extension twin volume fraction; as the implicit function of interaction parameter, α ¼
0.05, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. The black curve represents the experimental measurements.

5.2. Analysis of twin activity
Our simulation results presented in Fig. 14a shows good agreement for the average volume fractions of the twins and parent phases.
The most active twin variants are the T1a and T1b, while T2a and T2b are about twice less active than T1a and T1b. It is to be noted that
variants T3a and T3b were not activated in any of the 45 grains examined. The good average agreement proves that the presented ATV
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Fig. 18. Variations in the activities of various slip and extension twin deformation modes predicted by the ATV approach as a function of true
compression strain for (a) α ¼ 0.05; (b) α ¼ 0.1; (c) α ¼ 0.3; (d) α ¼ 0.5.

approach implemented into the VPSC model can accurately predict the average twin activities.
The individual grain-by-grain total twin volumes displayed in Fig. 14b is also showing relatively good agreements between simulation
and experiment. The deviations are illustrated by the lengths of the small blue segments in the figure that connect the corresponding
experimental and simulated values. They are relatively significant for around 10 grains, being in the range of about 20–30%. Whilst for
35 grains, the deviations are less than 10%. One can attribute these deviations to be the effects of neighbouring grains. Indeed, the
direct neighbourhood is not considered in the self-consistent model. In a similar analysis, carried out on twinning in TWIP steel using
crystal plasticity finite element simulations, that is, considering topological effects - significant deviations were obtained for 55 grains
as reported by Dancette et al. (2012). It is, however, expected that better agreement should be obtained when the topology is included
in the simulation compared to a modelling where it is neglected, like in the present work.
As the applied ATV approach permits to follow the twin volume evolution for each variant, a grain-by-grain and variant-to-variant
analysis are presented in Fig. 15 for 45 grains. As can be seen, the number of operating twinning systems goes up to four, with sig
nificant volumes in all variants for many grains. The deviation between experiment and simulation are of the same level as for the total
volumes discussed in the previous paragraph. The agreement can be considered excellent, and it is the first time that a modelling is
predicting the twinning activity up to the details, as shown in Fig. 15. The success of the simulation is, however, somewhat unexpected.
As already discussed above, the present simulation is not considering the effects of the neighbours, while the effect of the neighbouring
grain on the twinning activity is reported in several studies (Beyerlein et al., 2010a; Barnett et al., 2012; Khosravani et al., 2015; Kumar
et al., 2019). This peculiarity of the present modelling needs a detailed discussion, which is developed below.
The triggering of twins in neighbouring parent grains due to the formation of twin lamellae on the other side of the grain boundary
is a well-known phenomenon and can often lead to an avalanche kind of twinning across several grains upon continued straining
(Barnett et al., 2012). Such evidence of twin transmission has been statistically studied by Beyerlein et al. (2010) and Khosravani et al.
(2015). They demonstrated that the probability of twin transmission increases with the decrease in grain boundary misorientation. For
instance, in the case of Mg alloys, twin transmission is significant for grain boundaries with misorientation less than 45� (Kumar et al.,
2019). In our current study, traces of twin transmission could be well observed in the IPF map of the sample strained to a strain of 0.05
(see Fig. 4a, ε ¼ 0:05). At the same time, our statistical investigation on individual grains coupled with the VPSC-ATV approach
(Figs. 9–12, 14, 15) revealed that very successful prediction could be achieved without considering the neighbours. A possible
explanation of this is that the key factor that determines the twinning activity is the orientation of the grain, not the neighbourhood. The
neighbours can play a role in the nucleation mechanism of the twins; however, the growth phenomenon is mainly controlled by the
orientation of the parent grain. It can be seen when comparing experiment and simulation for cases when twin transmission is
happening that the VPSC-ATV model predicts the high activity of both twins that are participants of the transmission. Such cases are
present in Fig. 4a and also in previous VPSC-ATV work (Gu et al., 2014), applied for low cycle fatigue of AZ31, where even for
avalanche type of twinning, the simulation is correctly predicting the twins that form along the path of the avalanche (see in Fig. 2 of
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Gu et al., 2014). Therefore, the effect of neighbour grain is restricted to determine the twin nucleation sites at the grain boundary. After
nucleation, the growth is not controlled by the neighbouring grain; rather, it is governed by the orientation of the grain and hence can
be correctly predicted by the VPSC-ATV approach. It can be concluded that transmission or avalanche types of twins only appear
interconnected because of their nucleation process and the effect of neighbours is only for this. This is why, even by neglecting the
neighbours, the VPSC-ATV approach is successful. The essential in modelling of twinning is that the modelling approach has to be well
developed, which is the case when all twin variants are correctly accounted for and considered as grains with their corresponding
forms, as presented in this VPSC-ATV approach.
5.3. Understanding the strain hardening response
The accurate simulation of the three strain hardening stages can only be obtained if the estimation of the CRSS for dislocation slip
and twinning along with the hardening parameters of the respective parent and twin orientations are precise. Previous studies on Mg
and its alloys had also revealed similar strain hardening behaviour when the extension twinning was the favourable mechanism
(Knezevic et al., 2010; Mu et al., 2011, 2014; Guo et al., 2015). It is well ascertained that during deformation, nucleation of twin events
is typically followed by the propagation and growth phenomena till it reaches the edge of the parent grain. These findings substantiate
our present experimental investigation while also supporting the presented ATV approach.
5.3.1. Stage I hardening
Stage I (from ε ¼ 0.015 to 0.03) is characterized by a rapid drop in SHR (Fig. 2b), which is arising due to elastic-plastic transition
during the early stage of deformation leading to micro-yielding. The ATV model could not capture this stage appropriately. However, it
is well known from the literature that early activation of primary slip systems, most probably the basal (Mu et al., 2011, 2014; Guo
et al., 2015) or prismatic slip (Agnew et al., 2003, 2005; Keshavarz and Barnett, 2006; Ulacia et al., 2010) can lower the SHR. In our
calculation, the initial strength for the basal slip was considered the lowest, 27 MPa, followed by the strength for the prismatic slip,
with 52 MPa. However, for the present deformation configuration of the initial material, the Schmid factor for basal slip was found out
to be nearly ~0.00, since the basal planes of TD orientations were parallel to the CD, while for prismatic slip, the SF was ~0.49.
Therefore, the lowering of the SHR can be related to prismatic 〈a〉 slips.
5.3.2. Stage II hardening
Stage II (from ε ¼ 0.03 to 0.10) and stage III (beyond ε ¼ 0.10) could be accurately captured by the ATV approach. In fact, Stage II is
characterized by an increase in the hardening rate (Fig. 2b). This is primarily attributed to the increase and dominance of deformationinduced extension twinning activities over the dislocation slip (Fig. 6c). From the microstructural point of view, various extension twin
variants evolve and grow within the parent grains with increasing strain. At ε � 0.05, the nucleation and growth of extension twins lead
to a decrease in the average grain size. However, as deformation progressed, the broadening of the extension twins occurred gradually
consuming the parent matrix, thereby increasing the average grain size. A detailed investigation performed by Sahoo et al. (2019)
indicates that the Hall-Petch effect is not responsible for the sigmoidal strain-hardening behaviour.
Concerning crystallographic orientation, extension twins abruptly reorient the initial orientation by ~86.4� about the 〈1120〉 axes.
This leads to the formation of near 〈0002〉||CD texture components. Previous TEM studies (Morozumi et al., 1976; Agnew et al., 2002;
Dixit et al., 2015; Wang and Agnew, 2016) observed the presence of both 〈c þ a〉 and 〈a〉 dislocations during twin-induced deformation
of Mg alloy. Indeed, the activity of 〈c þ a〉 slip systems within the twin domain have been frequently reported and are considered as
hard glide systems (Knezevic et al., 2010; Dixit et al., 2015). As a result, it can be pointed out that the increase in the 〈c þ a〉 dislocation
activities can lead to high strain hardening. Furthermore, it can also be emphasized that the ð0002Þ texture components parallel to the
compression axis are texturally harder and therefore impart higher resistance to deformation compared to the initially present pris
matic type texture. In contrast, Basinski type hardening does not exist in this case as the twin boundary movements do not get restricted
with increasing deformation (Knezevic et al., 2010; Oppedal et al., 2012; Dixit et al., 2015). Knezevic et al. (2010) have shown that
extension twins in polycrystalline Mg alloys appear at very low strains when macroscopic stress is also low and are known to grow
rapidly. Oppedal et al. (2012) have shown that the higher hardening in the twins over parent matrix may not be related to the increase
in the dislocation generation due to the Basinski effect. Rather, it could be due to latent hardening resulting from the increased
dislocation multiplication within the twin domains. On continued deformation, the volume fraction of these texturally hard extension
twin domains increases, and a sigmoidal shaped flow curve often appears (Fig. 2a), followed by an increase in the SHR (Fig. 2b).
The predicted slip and twin activity plot in Fig. 6c indicates that the prismatic slip systems remain more active as compared to basal
slip in most part of Stage II. This is due to the higher shear rate associated with the prismatic slip compared to basal for the parent
orientations with respect to the loading condition. The high activity of prismatic slip is more prominent for the parent matrix and can
be seen in Fig. 6a. This occurred even though the slip resistance for prismatic slip was much higher than for basal slip. It can be
suggested that once the twin activity decreases, the majority of the strain is accommodated by the prismatic slip in the parent matrix
(Fig. 6a) and by the growth of the twin variants. The prominent role of prismatic slip during deformation of Mg alloys have been
reported by several authors (Koike et al., 2003; Armstrong and Walley, 2008; Ulacia et al., 2010). They emphasized its existence mostly
near grain boundaries, in order to maintain grain boundary contiguity. Studies on in-plane tension and compression by in-situ neutron
diffraction have also revealed that the macroscopic yielding is closely associated with the activation of prismatic slip (Agnew et al.,
2003).
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5.3.3. Stage III hardening
Stage III shows a continuous decrease in SHR with the strain (Fig. 2b). The beginning of this stage is marked as peak strain (εp ¼
~0.10) and denotes the saturation of deformation-induced extension twin growth. Microstructural observation at this strain (ε ¼
~0.10) also signifies the same (Fig. 4a, ε ¼ ~0.10). This implies a significant reduction in the number of available potent sites in the
parent-matrix for further nucleation and growth of extension twins. The prior prismatic slip in the parent matrix leads to the pro
gressive orientation of basal poles at ~45� to CD (Fig. 3b). This leads to an increase in the activities of the basal slip in this region. In the
same instance, the twin domains can either deform by dislocation slip or by contraction twins (Knezevic et al., 2010; Khan and Yu,
2012; Dixit et al., 2015; Chouhan et al., 2019). The present investigation (Fig. 6b) shows that the activities of basal slip decreases and
significant activities of pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/I and II type dislocation slip take place inside the twin domains. From this strain (εp ¼ ~0.10)
onwards, the twin domains have their crystallographic c-axis almost parallel to the imposed compression direction. This configuration
is the most preferable for the activation of pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/I and II type dislocation slip. The activity plots (Fig. 6b and c) also indicate
the same with the highest activity for pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/I type dislocations and less contribution from pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/II. This
finding corroborates well with recent experimental (Xie et al., 2016) and computational observations performed on c-axis compression
of Mg single crystals (Fan et al., 2017, 2017; Srivastava and El-Awady, 2017).
Additionally, the activity plot for the twin domains (Fig. 6b) shows no trace of prismatic slip and displays a gradual reduction in the
basal dislocation slip activities. Knezevic et al. (2010) and Dixit et al. (2015) suggested that during compression of Mg alloys, the twin
domain produces plastic deformation via 〈c þ a〉 slip and contraction twinning. In the present work, no contraction twins were
detected up to fracture strain. Therefore, it can be emphasized that the stress concentration associated during compression along the
c-axis might not have reached the threshold value to initiate contraction twins. Hence, the present investigation reveals that the
pyramidal 〈c þ a〉type dislocation slip occurred within the twin domain leading to slip-based deformation and a decrease in SHR.
Accordingly, it is important to emphasize that prismatic slip activity is dominant when the twin volume fraction is low, marked as
Stage II (ε ¼ ~0.03 - ~0.10). Eventually, prismatic slip drops in favour of pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 slip within the twin domains, marked as
Stage III (ε ¼ ~0.10 - ~0.20).
5.4. Hardening of twins
The present ATV approach considers a higher hardening coefficient for the extension twin domains (1350 MPa) as compared to the
parent matrix phase (67 MPa), allowing it to behave as a composite (Agnew et al., 2003; Sahoo et al., 2019). Besides, the hardening
approach, as described in Section 2, considers the effect of both self and latent hardening for the parent and twin phases. These two
combined effects led to a precise prediction of the flow curve. It is worth mentioning that the hardening in the parent domain does not
contribute towards sigmoidal shape strain hardening because the volume fraction of the matrix is decreasing. Thus, the major
contribution comes from the twin domains, which gradually evolve during deformation with increasing volume. As a consequence, the
effect of self and latent hardening in the twin domains is enhanced due to the activation of pyramidal 〈c þ a〉/I and 〈c þ a〉/II slip
systems, which require much higher stress. Henceforth, it is reasonable to state that the hardening is caused by the abrupt crystal
lographic reorientation of the c-axis towards the compression direction (referred to as geometrical hardening), and due to the higher
self and latent hardening within the twin domain. The former effect was considered in the present approach by assigning a higher

Fig. 19. Crystallographic geometry of the extension twin variants for the parent orientations: (a) CDk〈1120〉 and (b) CDk〈1010〉 and their corre
sponding Schmid factors for these ideal configurations.
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hardening coefficient for the twin domain compared to the parent matrix. While the latter effect is accounted for by the pyramidal 〈
c þ a〉 slip system activities.
5.5. Deformation induced twin variant selection
In this section, the kinetics of the preferential evolution of specific twin variants for compression along 〈1120〉 〈1010〉 fibre axis is
addressed. Fig. 19a and b demonstrate the ideal positions of the twin variant pairs (T1a , T1b , T2a , T2b , T3a and T3b ) with respect to the
parent orientations possessing 〈1120〉||CD and 〈1010〉||CD fibre type textures, analogous to Grain 1, 2 (Figs. 9 and 10), and Grain 3, 4
(Figs. 11 and 12), respectively. These extreme geometrical configurations are associated with 30� rotation about the ½0002� axis.
Consequently, the activation of twin variants can be readily marked by the spread in these extension twin texture components from one
extreme position (Fig. 19a) to another (Fig. 19b). The Schmid factor for the respective extension twin variants is also included in
Fig. 19a and b. It is to be noted here that; the variant pairs possess similar Schmid factors. In general, this holds true for the ideal
orientation, where the c-axis is exactly normal to the compression direction. However, under realistic conditions, the c-axis may
deviate; consequently, the Schmid factor for the variant-pair may also vary, thereby affecting their evolution rate. Although the VPSC
model uses shear-rate based calculation for determining the activity of the twin variants, the Schmid factor can also be used to un
derstand the preferential activity of the extension twin variants during the deformation as exemplified in previous works (Park et al.,
2010; Mu et al., 2011; El Kadiri et al., 2013b; Xin et al., 2016).
The strain path dependence of extension twinning in polycrystalline Mg alloys has been demonstrated by several authors (Nave and
Barnett, 2004; Jiang et al., 2007a; El Kadiri et al., 2013b; Mu et al., 2014; Mokdad et al., 2017) relating the existence of parallel and/or
crossing type twin morphology. However, the factors governing such morphological features still require focus. Thus for the config
uration in Fig. 19a, where the compression direction is along the 〈1120〉 axis, the evolution of ‘T1a and T1b ’ as well as ‘T2a and T2b ’ are
equally feasible (owing to their high SF � 0.374), ‘T3a and T3b ’ will not form as their SF is zero. This leads to the evolution of cross twin
type lenticular morphology. However, for the situation in Fig. 19b with 〈1010〉||CD, ‘T1a and T1b ’ will predominantly form (as the SF �
0.499), whereas the evolution of ‘T2a , T2b ’ and T3a , T3b ’ would be negligible (SF � 0.125). The evolution of only a single extension twin
pair results in the formation of lamellar and almost parallel-twin morphology.
In this paper, we dealt with experiments and simulations only for loading direction parallel to the bar extrusion axis. We repeated
the same experimental and modelling analysis for another loading direction: perpendicular to the extrusion axis. In order to save space,
we do not present here those results, only confirm that the same principles were found as for the presented loading direction.
6. Summary and conclusions
The all twin variant (ATV) approach for the polycrystal simulation was employed in this work to model the extension twins
induced: (i) strain hardening response, (ii) evolution of twin volume fraction, and (iii) texture evolution for the polycrystalline
Mg–3Al-0.3Mn alloy. The model does not impose any variant selection criteria; rather, the evolution of twins was naturally computed
as a function of their pseudo-shear-rate. The growth of the twin variants was computed by the gradual transfer of volume from the
parent matrix into the twin variants. A reasonable quantitative agreement between the computed and experimental counterparts was
obtained. In order to examine the appropriateness of the proposed model, individual grain analysis was also accomplished. A good
correlation was obtained for the volume fractions of the computed and experimental extension twin variants. The characteristic in
gredients of the present model are highlighted in the following conclusions:
i. The twin induced deformation behaviour leading to a sigmoidal shaped flow curve could be appropriately reproduced by
employing the ATV approach embedded into the VPSC model. A higher hardening coefficient for the extension twins with
respect to the parent matrix is required to reproduce the experimental stress-strain curve. Textural hardening due to lattice
reorientation and intrinsic latent hardening due to multiple pyramidal 〈c þ a〉=I and 〈c þ a〉=II slip systems are important el
ements of strain hardening, which were taken into account through the hardening law.
ii. The ATV model does not only predict the predominant twin variants but appropriately computes the evolution of all twin
variants’ volume fraction. The good agreement between computed and experimentally obtained twinning activity in individual
grains validates the presented approach.
iii. The model indicates that even though the strength for basal slip is lower than for prismatic slip, the latter was more active in the
parent matrix phase. Upon progressive deformation, the extension twin domains gradually encompassed the microstructure.
The deformation in the twin domain was initially accommodated via basal slip and later by the activation of pyramidal 〈c þ a〉= I
and 〈c þ a〉=II type slip system.
iv. The model deciphers the mechanism behind the evolution of extension twin variants as a function of grain orientation relative
to the loading direction. Compression along 〈1120〉||CD results in the evolution of two pairs of extension twin variant, namely
‘T1a , T1b ’ and ‘T2a , T2b ’ leading to intersecting lenticular morphology. Whereas, compression along 〈1010〉||CD leads to the
evolution of predominant ‘T1a , T1b ’ pair thereby forming parallel lamellar morphology. Nevertheless, for both cases, the third
variant pair, i.e., ‘T3a , T3b ’ always remained inactive.
v. The excellent agreement between simulation and experiment obtained by the VPSC - ATV model for the activities of the twin
variants of individual grains indicate that the major factor for predicting twinning activity is the crystallographic orientation of
the parent grain. Neighbours affect the nucleation only, so they remain secondary with respect to the crystal orientation.
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It is worth mentioning that the ATV model can be extended to other polycrystalline materials where both slip and twin contributes
to plastic deformation.
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